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TULASANA 
          Tula or Tola means “balance” or “measuring scale” by which we can measure or 
balance the weight of an object or body weight. Tulasana is also known as raised Lotus 
Pose or elevated lotus pose. This is an extraordinary stance performed in yoga that has 

its attention on the improvement of various parts of your body. Your knees, spine, and 
midriff (abdomen), alongside your shoulder muscles are enormously profited by 

performing this yoga posture. It is best done once you are perfect in the Lotus Pose or 
Padmasana. Your legs can be best kept in a cozy fit toward your body while you do 
Tulasana. Type: – Arm balance, Core, Alternative Names: – Tulasana (Scale Pose) 

Dolasana (Swing Pose), Balance Pose, Utthita Padmasana (Raised Lotus Pose) 
         First of all get into the Padmasana (Lotus Pose). Your arms ought to relax on the 
floor close to your hip area. After that you have to press your both palm on the ground, 

Keep your hands straight. Now, breathe out and try to elevate or lift your upper body. 
Remain in this stance for around 20 seconds, and then lower down your upper body 

discharge your legs. After that, change your legs in the Padmasana, and rehash this 
pose once again as same as earlier. Hold the pose in a balancing position for some time 
and after that lower down your upper body release your leg and take rest. (You can also 

swing your body in forward and back direction after lifting your upper body. It’s 
depends on your abilities).  

BENEFITS  
 Tulasana strengthens your arms, wrists and upper body region. 

 Makes your shoulders strong. 
 It relaxes the muscles and calms the mind. Increases the sense of balance. 

 Includes tightening of the abs and subsequently, brings about a rigid stomach. 
 The muscles of your midriff (abdomen) are pulled up tight and thus, your lungs 

show signs of improvement supply of oxygen as you inhale profoundly. 

 In Tolasana, you have to utilize your eyes for centered consideration. 

 “Yoga is a light which once lit will never dim,  

the better your practice the brighter your flame” 


